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The Lorentz- and CPT-violating Chern–Simons extension of electrodynamics is
considered. In the context of N = 4 supergravity in four spacetime dimensions, it
is argued that cosmological solutions can generate this extension. Within Chern–
Simons electrodynamics, theoretical and phenomenological topics are reviewed
that concern the number of the remaining spacetime symmetries and the vacuum
Cherenkov effect, respectively.
1. Introduction
Spacetime-symmetry investigations owe their present popularity to the
idea that Lorentz- and CPT-violation could be a signature from unknown
physics possibly arising at the Planck scale. Research in this field may
therefore be divided into three broad and overlapping areas: the identifi-
cation of mechanisms that can generate Lorentz and CPT breakdown in
underlying physics, the determination and theoretical study of the ensuing
low-energy effects, and the low-energy phenomenology together with the
corresponding experimental tests.
During the last two decades, a number of theoretical arguments suggest-
ing the possibility of spacetime-symmetry breaking in underlying physics
have been put forward. Examples of such arguments involve string field
theory,1 realistic noncommutative field theories,2 spacetime-varying fields,3
various quantum-gravity models,4 nontrivial spacetime topology,5 random-
dynamics models,6 multiverses,7 and brane-world scenarios.8 Although the
underlying dynamics remains Lorentz invariant in most of the above situa-
tions, Lorentz and CPT symmetry are nevertheless violated in the ground
state at low energies. These ideas provide one of key motivations for
Lorentz- and CPT-violation research.
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At presently attainable energies, the effects resulting from Lorentz and
CPT breakdown in underlying physics are described by the Standard-Model
Extension (SME)—an effective-field-theory framework containing the usual
Standard Model9 and general relativity.10 Various theoretical investigations
and consistency analyses have been performed within the context of the
SME.11,12 While some of these studies have clarified conceptual issues, non
have suggested any internal inconsistencies.
The SME has also provided the basis for numerous phenomenologi-
cal and experimental investigations of Lorentz and CPT violation.13 Spe-
cific analyses include, for example, ones with photons,14,15 neutrinos,16
electrons,17 protons and neutrons,18 mesons,19 and muons.20 These studies
have placed tight constraints on numerous SME coefficients or combina-
tions of them. Some of the obtained bounds can be considered to probe the
Planck scale.
The above remarks demonstrate that all three of the aforementioned
areas of Lorentz- and CPT-violation research are active and vibrant fields
of scientific inquiry spanning many physics disciplines. This talk aims at
illustrating within a specific example—namely the Maxwell–Chern–Simons
(MCS) model21 contained in the SME—how the three subfields are inter-
woven. Section 2 shows that the Lorentz- and CPT-violating MCS model
can arise in underlying Lorentz-invariant physics, more specifically in a low-
energy cosmological context of N = 4 supergravity. In Sec. 3, some theo-
retical issues regarding the counting of symmetries in the MCS model are
discussed at the level of the SME. A review of vacuum Cherenkov radiation,
which is a phenomenological effect occuring in MCS theory, is presented in
Sec. 4
2. Emergence of the MCS model in supergravity cosmology
The discussion in this section is based upon results obtained in the first
paper of Ref. 3, which considers pure N = 4 supergravity in four spacetime
dimensions. Although unrealistic in detail, it is a limit of N = 1 super-
gravity in eleven dimensions, which is contained in M-theory. We may
thus expect that the model can nevertheless illuminate generic aspects of a
candidate underlying theory.
When only one of the model’s graviphotons, Fµν , is excited, the bosonic
part of our model is given by
κLsg = − 12
√
gR+
√
g(∂µA∂
µA+ ∂µB∂
µB)/4B2
− 1
4
κ
√
gMFµνF
µν − 1
4
κ
√
gNFµνF˜
µν , (1)
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whereM andN are known functions of the scalarsA andB, g = − det(gµν),
and F˜µν = εµνρσFρσ/2. We can rescale F
µν → Fµν/√κ removing the ex-
plicit appearance of the gravitational coupling κ from the equations of mo-
tion. We represent the model’s fermions by the energy–momentum tensor
of dust Tµν = ρ uµuν modeling, e.g., galaxies. Here, u
µ is a unit timelike
vector and ρ is the fermionic energy density. At tree level, the fermionic
matter is uncoupled from the scalars, so that Tµν is conserved separately.
With the phenomenological input of an isotropic homogeneous flat
Friedmann–Robertson–Walker Universe, we can take Fµν = 0 on large
scales. Our cosmology then obeys the Einstein equations and the equations
of motion for the scalars A and B. These equations can be solved ana-
lytically yielding a nontrivial dependence of A = Ab(t) and B = Bb(t) on
the comoving time t. Consider now small localized excitations of Fµν in
the scalar background Ab and Bb. The effective Lagrangian Lcosm for such
situations in local inertial coordinates follows from Eq. (1) and is
Lcosm = − 14MbFµνFµν − 14NbFµν F˜µν , (2)
where Ab(t) and Bb(t) imply the time dependence ofMb and Nb. Compar-
ison with the usual Maxwell Lagrangian Lem = − 14e2FµνFµν− θ16pi2Fµν F˜µν
establishes that e2 ≡ 1/Mb and θ ≡ 4π2Nb. Thus, e and θ acquire time
dependencies via the varying background Ab and Bb.
The time dependence of e is an interesting topic in itself, but in the
present context the goal is to obtain the Lorentz- and CPT-violating Chern–
Simons term (kAF )
µAν F˜µν contained in the SME. This can be achieved at
the level of the action via an integration by parts of the θ-angle term. This
establishes the desired result
Lcosm ⊃ 12 (∂µNb)Aν F˜µν . (3)
It is thus apparent that, starting from a Lorentz-invariant model, our su-
pergravity cosmology has indeed generated one particular SME operator.
3. Symmetry counting in the MCS model
In addition to the usual ten Poincare´ invariances (four translations, three
rotations, and three boosts), conventional electrodynamics possesses five
further spacetime symmetries: one dilatation and four special conformal
transformations. The inclusion of our Chern–Simons term (kAF )
α Aβ F˜αβ
preserves translation invariance, since (kAF )
µ is assumed to be constant
in the minimal SME. However, (kAF )
µ has mass dimensions suggesting
that dilatation and conformal symmetry are violated. One further expects
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the Lorentz group to be broken down to the appropriate three-dimensional
little group associated with (kAF )
µ. This suggests that the MCS model
maintains seven spacetime symmetries—four translations and three (of the
original six) Lorentz invariances. This section argues that there is, in fact,
one additional spacetime symmetry if (kAF )
µ is lightlike: a combination of
a boost and a dilatation.
We begin by streamlining our notation (kAF )
µ → kµ = (k,~k) and by
recalling that a dilatation, also called a scale transformation, takesAµ(x)→
eρAµ(eρx), where the size of the dilatation is determined by the parameter
ρ. A dilatation therefore takes∫
d4xLMCS →
∫
d4x (LM + e−ρ LCS) 6=
∫
d4xLMCS , (4)
where a suitable change of integration variables is understood. It is appar-
ent that the conventional piece LM and the Chern–Simons extension LCS
transform differently. Moreover, the difference between the original and the
transformed actions is not a boundary term establishing the non-invariance
of LMCS under dilatations.
We next look at Lorentz transformations, which can be implemented via
Λµν(~θ, ~β). Here, ~θ and ~β characterize rotations and boosts, respectively.
Under such transformations, the MCS Lagrangian changes according to
LMCS = LM + LCS → LM + Λµγ(−~θ,−~β) kγ Aν F˜µν . We have again sup-
pressed the the dummy integration variables x. Next, we consider a special
boost: ~β = βkˆ, where kˆ ≡ ~k/|~k|. Such a boost scales kµ by a factor of eβ,
so that Λµγ(~0,−βkˆ) kγ Aν F˜µν = exp(β) kµAν F˜µν 6= LCS yielding
LMCS → LM + eβ LCS 6= L . (5)
This shows that symmetry under boosts along kˆ is broken, as expected.
Although each individual transformation (4) and (5) no longer deter-
mines a symmetry, the specific form of these transformations shows that a
dilatation combined with a suitable boost along the spatial direction of a
lightlike kµ remains an invariance of LMCS. We can verify this explicitly
by studying the currents
Dµ ≡ θµνxν (6)
and
Jµαβ ≡ θµαxβ − θµβxα . (7)
These are the usual dilatation and Lorentz currents, respectivly. To extract
from Eq. (7) the current corresponding to a boost along kˆ, we decompose
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kµ into its purely timelike and its purely spacelike part kµ = k (kµT + k
µ
S),
where kµT = (1,
~0) and kµS = (0, kˆ). The desired current component is then
given by Jµαβ k
α
S k
β
T . The divergences of these currents satisfy
∂µD
µ = −LCS (8)
and
∂µJ
µ
αβ k
α
S k
β
T = +LCS . (9)
It again becomes clear that Dµ and Jµαβ k
α
S k
β
T are not conserved individu-
ally. However, their sum Qµ ≡ Dµ + Jµαβ kαS kβT is, in fact, conserved. An
explicit gauge-invariant expression for Qµ can be obtained:12
Qµ =
[
1
4
ηµνF
2 + FµαFαν
][
xν + (kT ·x) kνS − (kS ·x) kνT
]
. (10)
We can thus see that in the lightlike MCS model an additional conserved
current relative to the spacelike and timelike cases exists. With Killing-
vector techniques, one can show that this is the only additional conservation
law in the present context.12 This extended symmetry structure is described
by the Lie algebra sim(2).12
4. Vacuum Cherenkov radiation in the MCS model
The Lorentz- and CPT-violating SME coefficients act in many respects like
a background. This analogy is particularly well suited for the electrody-
namics sector of the SME because this sector exhibits many parallels to the
conventional Maxwell theory in macroscopic media. It is therefore natural
to ask as to whether such analogies can be exploited to identify possible
phenomenological Lorentz- and CPT-breaking effects in the SME that can
be employed for tests.
One conventional effect inside a macroscopic medium is that the phase
speed of light cph can be slowed down relative to the vacuum c > cph.
It then becomes possible for ordinary charges q to travel faster than light
inside this medium:
vq > cph ≡ ω|~p| (11)
Here, vq is the charge’s speed, ω the photon frequency, and ~p the photon
wave vector. It turns out this configuration is unstable in the sense that
these fast charges are decelerated rapidly through the emission of photons.
This well established effect is called Cherenkov radiation. It can be em-
ployed, for example, in modern particle detectors.
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Can the Cherenkov effect also occur in our MCS model? This is indeed
the case, which can be seen as follows. One can verify15 that Condition
(11) continues to hold in the presence of Lorentz and CPT violation. It
follows that the MCS plane-wave dispersion relation ω = ω(~p) must be
investigated. This dispersion relation is determined by
p4 + 4 k2p2 − 4(k · p)2 = 0 , (12)
where pµ = (ω, ~p). For a given ~p, Eq. (12) determines a quartic equation
in ω, so that there are four branches of solutions. Two of these branches
lie inside the momentum-space lightcone where ω(~p) > ~p, which is inconsis-
tent with Requirement (11). However, the other two branches are located
outside the lightcone where ω(~p) < ~p and the Cherenkov condition (11)
is satisfied. We conclude that the Cherenkov effect can indeed occur in
vacuum within the context of the MCS model.
An important criterion for experimental Lorentz tests is the rate for vac-
uum Cherenkov radiation. Within the MCS model, a classical calculation
treating the charge as an external source yields15
P˙µ = −sgn(k0) q
2
4π
k40
~k2
(0, kˆ) (13)
in the charge’s rest frame. Here, P˙µ is the rate of four-momentum radiation
and q the particle’s charge. It is apparent that the rate is suppressed: it
is second order in the SME coefficient kµ. In the MCS model, vacuum
Cherenkov radiation is therefore phenomenologically less interesting.
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